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CIRCULATION AND FEATURES
Flow in the harbour is dominated by tides, fresh water river output, and their interaction
Satellite photo shows sharp changes in colour at the leading edge of the river plume
Model data at same time show same patterns, with tidal fronts clearly visible.
Modelled river plume corresponds closely with the colour variations in satellite photo.

INTRODUCTION
Under the Ocean Protections Plan, DFO requires highresolution models of six ports with significant marine
traffic for use in e-navigation and drift prediction tools.
We used NEMO to develop a three-level, one-way
nested grid model covering the Bay of Fundy and the
port of Saint John.
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Domains have horizontal resolution of ~100 m
(SJAP100), ~500 m (BoF500), and 1/36° (BoFSS1/36).
BoFSS1/36 is forced with data from RIOPS and
WebTide. Subsequent domains are forced with halfhourly OBCs with no further forcing applied.

Trajectories from a drifter deployment are at
right in shades of grey.
Virtual drifters calculated using currents from
BoF500 and SJAP100 are shown in blue and
red.

ADDING THE SAINT JOHN RIVER
Saint John River provides large majority of fresh water river flux into the Bay of Fundy.
No reliable discharge data is available for the Saint John river downstream of Mactaquac Dam.
Discharge data available at Grand Falls accounts for only ~40% of total watershed.
Use water level data from Oak Point instead. Captures local events not seen in Grand Falls data,
avoids uncertainty of dam regulation. See in particular the fall freshet in early October 2015
highlighted in the orange oval below.

Dashed lines show tracks with no wind effects,
and solid lines show tracks with 1% wind
speed added to the surface currents.
Tracks calculated using SJAP100 currents +
1% wind speed generally perform best at
matching the physical drifter trajectories.
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Harbour-river system has double
salt wedge estuary circulation.
At Reversing Falls (RF), high tide
causes circulation to flow upstream.

EVALUATION OF THE MODEL
An extensive validation was done with the model, including comparisons with tide gauges,
ADCP data, CTD casts, and buoy data. A sampling of the comparison is shown below.
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Amplitude
3.06 m
3.16 m
3.12 m
3.11 m
3.00 m
2.71 m
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Complex circulation and sharp
stratification is the subject of
ongoing research.

TOWARDS A FORECASTING SYSTEM

Phase
98.10°
100.45°
100.60°
101.22°
97.96°
99.56°

Our model runs with boundary, atmospheric, and river data supplied by analysis results.
In the near future, data will be supplied by forecasts and real-time observations, allowing us
to run in forecast more.
Open boundary data will be taken from the new CIOPS-E system from ECCC.
When CIOPS-E is available, we will drop the outermost domain (BoFSS1/36) and force
BoF500 with boundary conditions from CIOPS-E.
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Comparisons of the
tidal (far left) and
residual (left) sea
surface height.
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Transect is along
the southern OBC
of BoF500, shown
in the yellow box on
the first map in the
Introduction.
Data for both
BoFSS1/36 and
CIOPS-E are
shown.

